
In this issue of Critical Care, Katsios and colleagues 

evaluated the impact of an antimicrobial stewardship 

program (ASP) introduced into a medical–surgical ICU 

[1]. Following implementation of the ASP there was a 

signifi cant increase in the treatment of sterile site 

cultures and a reduction in the treatment of nonsterile 

site cultures representing probable colonization or conta-

mi nation [1]. Additionally, utilization of the ASP was 

associated with increased direct antimicrobial regimen 

documentation, predefi ned antimicrobial stop dates, 

regimen de-escalation, and an overall reduction in cost 

and mean defi ned daily doses post ASP implementation.

Antimicrobial stewardship is an important concept 

that is pertinent to virtually every clinician working in 

the hospital. Th e concept involves a multifaceted 

approach aimed at achieving its goals of combating the 

emergence of resistance, improving clinical outcomes, 

and controlling costs by improving antimicrobial use [2]. 

Although progress in achieving these goals has been 

realized through the implementation of ASPs, there is 

considerable room for improvement on a global scale. 

Because antimicrobials are frequently prescribed in the 

ICU, stewardship is particularly relevant in this setting 

because it provides the framework necessary to improve 

the quality of antimicrobial use. ASPs applied in the ICU 

should primarily aim to ensure that infections are treated 

in a timely manner with appropriate and eff ective 

regimens, that the use of unnecessary antibiotics is 

minimized, and that complications associated with the 

use of antimicrobial agents be avoided.

Given the complexity of managing infections in the 

critically ill it is not surprising that errors occur, resulting 

in either direct patient harm (for example, inappropriate 

initial therapy of a serious infection) or indirect patient 

harm (for example, prolonged unnecessary antibiotic 

exposure resulting in emergence of multidrug-resistant 

pathogens with their subsequent spread within the ICU). 

Nevertheless, there are some relatively simple strategies 

that can dramatically improve overall utilization of anti-

biotics as part of an ASP. First, ASPs should be multi-

disciplinary, taking advantage of expertise from intensi-

vists, infectious disease specialists, microbiolo gists, and 

pharmacists [3,4]. Second, local and national protocols 

and guidelines should be established, with input from all 

stakeholders, providing basic concepts and practices that 

will facilitate the implementation and success of ASPs in 

the ICU, as well as throughout the hospital [5]. Th ird, the 

impact of the ASP should be regularly evaluated to 

determine its overall eff ectiveness and need for updating 

[5,6]. Lastly, ASPs will be most eff ective when they are 

integrated into an overall program aimed at reducing the 

presence of antibiotic resistance and its impact on patient 

outcomes, to include the use of eff ective infection control 

practices [7,8].

Th e global spread of antimicrobial resistance has 

become a pressing problem, with a focus on the ICU due 

to the increasing administration of ineff ective anti micro-

bial regimens associated with greater morbidity and 

mortality [9,10]. Th ere should no longer be any debate on 

the need for ASPs  – the debate should now center on 

how to most eff ectively employ stewardship programs, 

not just in the ICU setting but throughout the hospital 

and even in the community setting [11]. Appropriately 

designed and implemented ASPs can reduce the burden 
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of antimicrobial resistance and reduce healthcare costs 

by decreasing antibiotic expenditures, lengths of stay, and 

the need for additional diagnostic testing [4,5,12]. 

However, additional research is urgently needed to 

develop alternative more eff ective approaches to the 

manage ment of infections that will promote the princi-

ples of antimicrobial stewardship.

Advances in biomarkers such as procalcitonin and 

optimization of their utilization is needed to determine 

whether every patient in the ICU with clinical signs 

suggesting the presence of infection (for example, fever 

and/or leukocytosis) needs to be treated with antibiotics; 

and if so, for how long [13]. Moreover, the widespread 

use of broad-spectrum antibiotics in the ICU supports 

the need to develop rapid diagnostics aimed at deter min-

ing which antibiotics should be prescribed in order to 

ensure that appropriate therapy is being administered 

and that unnecessary therapy is avoided [14]. Th e 

challenge will be to develop such assays in a way that will 

demonstrate their clinical utility and cost-eff ectiveness. 

Th ere is also a critical need for new antimicrobial agents 

targeting multidrug-resistant pathogens [15]. Lastly, we 

need to acquire novel infection prevention strategies. 

Th ese could potentially include vaccines and monoclonal 

antibodies targeting the prevention of infections caused 

by antibiotic-resistant pathogens (Pseudomonas aeru gi-

nosa, Acinetobacter species and methicillin-resistant 

Staphylo coccus aureus).

In summary, there can be little debate that 

antimicrobial resistance has emerged as one of the most 

important problems impacting the care and outcomes of 

patients in ICUs. ASPs should be employed routinely in 

order to maximize the eff ectiveness of antibiotic therapy, 

not only for the infected patient but for all patients in the 

ICU environment. Th e ultimate rationale or justifi cation 

for the use of ASPs in the ICU is that antibiotic therapy 

not only impacts the treated patient but also those 

patients in the surrounding environment by promoting 

the development of resistance.
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